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Inspirational Graduation Prayers. Farther down the page is a sample " Graduation Greeting" for
the inside of a graduation card.
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A Prayer for Graduation, for use as an opening or closing prayer during a graduation ceremony.
“God, today is like any other. The sun rises. The winds blow. Rain falls. Rain does not fall.
People are born. They laugh. They cry. They dance. They die. Check out these beautiful
graduation prayers to brighten any graduate's day.
Graduation Songs and Songs Suitable for School Graduation Day. Inspirational Graduation
Prayers. Farther down the page is a sample " Graduation Greeting" for the inside of a graduation
card.
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party CD. Also, Graduation March lyrics, trivia and sheet music etc.. Graduation Songs and
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Read lots of interesting graduation facts your probably didn't know. School graduates will want to
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May 17, 2008. This invocation was written by my husband, Rev. George Woodliff III, and
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